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•Identify the Key Constraints for your business

– find the things that are holding your

organization back and offer the most potential

benefit for improvement and focus your innovation

efforts on these. 

· Monkey-Brain Innovation does not work –

flitting from idea to idea and project to project

and trying to multitask all of them will never be as

effective as sequentially working on a few key

innovation ideas. 

· Do not wait for a crisis – maintain innovation

momentum even when things are going well; do

not wait until the business is in crisis to start

thinking about innovation. 

· Identify the things that really matter –

concentrating your resources on the one thing (or

things) that will deliver the most significant

benefit quickly is always going to work best; take

the time to ensure that you correctly identify

these things and focus on them. 

· Do not just spend time on what you can

already do well – developing effective innovation

may require you to step outside your comfort zone

and your usual perspective and take on new

things and new ways of thinking. Be ready!
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CHAPTER 25:  
ONE THING AT A TIME:  

USING FOCUS AND 
SEQUENTIALITY TO AVOID 

“MONKEY BRAIN” INNOVATION

“ ‘Begin at the beginning,’ the King said, 
very gravely.”

LEWIS CARROLL, ALICE IN WONDERLAND

What To Do First to Save a Business.
When he took over as CEO of electronics retailer Best Buy in 2012, Hubert Joly 
found himself facing a crucial choice. The company was in deep trouble, and 
there were several problems. Joly urgently needed to identify what to work on 
first to keep the company afloat to buy time to fix the other issues.
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Best Buy was losing market share to online competitors like Amazon. The 
problems were so serious that it seemed possible that the company might go 
out of business. In circumstances like that, it takes a clear head to identify what 
must be worked on first, but that was precisely what Hubert Joly had to do.

Joly identified increasing revenue as the absolute priority, and the main barrier 
to this was problems with the company’s online product search system. The 
search engine was difficult to use and often gave customers incorrect data 
about which items were in stock. Joly focused all available resources on finding 
a fix for the search engine issues as quickly as possible.

With the search engine problem addressed, Joly next looked at how to differen-
tiate Best Buy from its online competition. He began training staff to become 
Home Advisors who could visit a potential customer’s home and advise on 
what electronic products were most suited to their lifestyle. It proved especial-
ly compelling for seniors who were often uncertain about the utility of new 
electronics. It provided a service that could not be matched by purely online 
retailers.

With the Home Advisor program established, he turned to the next problem; 
unmotivated staff in retail stores. Joly implemented new training programs for 
employees and introduced discount schemes for staff. Within six months of 
his arrival, his initially low employee approval rate had increased to a whopping 
92%.

By the time he stepped down as CEO in April 2019, Joly had succeeded in 
turning Best Buy around. He succeeded because he was able to identify the 
critical issues out of many that were affecting the company. By focusing on all 
available resources and addressing these sequentially, he started the process 
that saved the company.

This chapter is about how overwhelming it can feel when facing a range of 
different problems. Effective innovation leaders must use systems thinking to 
identify the critical tasks and then work on these exclusively and sequentially 
until they are fixed.

Do Not Wait for Chaos!
Best Buy was in a chaotic state when Hubert Joly took over as CEO. Sadly, 
many innovation leaders find themselves facing the same situation. Compa-
nies often do not wake up to the need for major change until they are already in 
a downward spiral. They find themselves facing a crisis, but they do not know 
what to focus on first. They want instant answers which may not be readily 
available.

Systems Thinking (as covered in the previous chapter) helps you understand 
how your organization’s innovation processes work and how they interact. It 
also allows you to see which processes need to be improved and which chang-
es will provide the most significant improvements. It is a key way of identifying 
and fixing critical problems before an organization enters a downward spiral.
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However, suppose a company does find itself suddenly recognizing an urgent 
need to get innovation working as quickly as possible. In that case, three dis-
tinct steps must be taken:

• Identify the critical problems.
• Identify significant improvements.
• Work on one thing at a time.

Ideally, these steps should be taken while things are going well, but they are 
equally effective in a crisis. The vital thing is to identify the most serious prob-
lems, work out how to deal with them, and then focus on one at a time, start-
ing with the most significant, until they are fixed.

Everything Is Fine. Except When It Isn’t!
It is not always easy to build an interest in innovation. Most businesses that are 
not in crisis assume that everything is going well. And if that is the case, why 
bother investing time and resources in change? The truth is that virtually every 
business has scope to improve and innovate, and it is much better to work on 
these things when the situation is good rather than being forced into it when a 
crisis occurs. Part of your role as an innovation leader is to maintain innovation 
momentum even when things are going well.

In his book Good to Great, Jim Collins asks readers to predict who survived the 
longest in the Vietnam prison camps: the optimists or the pessimists?  Common 
sense suggests that a little optimism would always help. What Collins found 
was surprising.

In an interview, James Stockdale, a former prisoner of the Viet Kong, explained, 
“The optimists... were the ones who said, ‘We’re going to be out by Christmas.’ 
And Christmas would come, and Christmas would go. Then they’d say, ‘We’re 
going to be out by Easter.’ And Easter would come, and Easter would go. And 
then Thanksgiving, and then it would be Christmas again. And they died of a 
broken heart.”

When it comes to long-term success and survival in business, optimism is 
 seldom your friend. There is significant research showing that pessimists are 
more effective in business because they are better at seeing what is wrong. 
That is an essential first step towards fixing things. James Stockdale’s descrip-
tion of survival in a prisoner of war camp has led to the formation of what has 
become known as the “Stockdale Paradox”. It states that: “Perseverance in the 
face of adversity comes from acknowledging the harsh reality of your situation 
while  simultaneously having unwavering faith in your ability to overcome this 
 adversity.”

The Stockdale Paradox means that you must be able to recognize harsh reali-
ties while maintaining faith in your ability to get through. It involves simultane-
ously being both optimistic and pessimistic; thus, the paradox.

In business terms, this means acknowledging the system’s flaws and the chal-
lenges you face while having complete confidence that these can be addressed. 
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To apply this to effective innovation requires a realist who can use Systems 
Thinking to identify problems and potential for improvement and then develop 
effective strategies for dealing with these even when the business is doing well.

Do Not Just Focus on What You Know Well.
In most cases, looking for improvement will produce a long list of potential 
things to work on. However, we all tend to focus on doing what we know, 
 staying within our comfort zone, and concentrating on what we have succeed-
ed at before. That is a perfectly normal human reaction, but you must recog-
nize that the most important innovation tasks may involve doing something 
completely new.

By its very nature, innovation forces us to move outside our comfort zone and 
be prepared to look at things that are new and different. That can be chal-
lenging, but effective innovation leaders simply do not have the luxury of only 
doing what they already know. Frequently, we justify not doing an important 
task by occupying ourselves with other things that we are already great at. A 
perfect example of this comes from one of my classes.

A group of my students were working on a final presentation with a fixed dead-
line. Doing an effective presentation was essential to passing the course. These 
students were very good at data analysis and spent a lot of their time playing 
with data and creating eye-catching graphs and graphics. However, they spent 
very little time on the less familiar but more important task of working out how 
to summarize what they needed to say in the presentation effectively.

It is a classic and very typical human behavior. We focus on the familiar and 
adding the stress of an upcoming deadline; this tendency becomes even more 
marked. That is what these students did. The inevitable happened; by the time 
the deadline rolled around, it became apparent that they had lots of excellent 
looking graphics but they were just not ready for the presentation. All of them 
had worked hard, but they failed because they ignored the unfamiliar but im-
portant stuff.

Being busy is not the same as working effectively. We do not like stepping out 
of our comfort zones. That is understandable, but effective innovation leaders 
must recognize what needs to be done and resist the temptation to focus only 
on the familiar.

There is another factor involved here. Once you master a particular craft, that 
tends to become your universal approach to solving every problem:

“If all you have is a hammer,  
everything looks like a nail.”

ABRAHAM MASLOW, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SCIENCE
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What is the real cause of low sales in your business? The marketing maestro 
would claim it is a brand strategy, the developer would blame the product while 
a human resources manager might blame insufficient funding for new staff.

To fully understand the most significant innovation problems and opportunities 
facing your business, you must be able to look at things from outside your own, 
narrow perspective, and consider new solutions and new ways of thinking.

Where to Focus.
Systems Thinking helps you to understand how the innovation processes in 
your organization work and how they interact. There are likely many things 
that you could start with, but you must identify the critical areas and work on 
those first.

Systems are made up of chains of processes and tasks. However, the system’s 
overall performance is limited by the part of the chain with the lowest perfor-
mance; the constraint. If you want to improve the system you need to identify 
and improve the constraint; working on anything else is just wasted effort.

Success is about getting everything 
“good enough”

A system will fail if some parts of the chain of processes are fantastic, but one 
is not working. A system where all processes are just good enough will succeed. 
The constraint in the process chain can be a bottleneck, limiting the system’s 
overall performance, or even a death threat, causing the whole system to fail. 
There are two ways of addressing these problems:
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You can work exclusively on the bottleneck or death threat:

Or,

You can identify one thing that will improve every part of the system:

Option 1 : Improve the weak link

Option 2 : Find the ‘one thing’ that
makes many things better
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Whichever approach you choose, the aim is to identify the minimum effort 
 required to improve the system’s overall performance. It is sometimes called 
“Satisficing”, doing only what is needed to strengthen the weak part of a  system 
rather than optimizing parts which are already working adequately. In terms of 
system success, “good enough is good enough”.

Can you identify the bottlenecks and death threats in your business systems? 
Try creating a rank-ordered table like the one below, identifying the big issues 
your company is facing.

Highest Risk Threat The constraint that will potentially lead to the biggest losses.

High Risk Threat The next most glaring concern.

Medium Risk Threat The next most glaring concern.

Asking the Right Questions.
The key to improving innovation is identifying the weak links, the points of 
constraint and failure, and working first on fixing those. However, finding those 
weak links can be complex, and to do this effectively, you must start by asking 
the right questions.

In his book, Simplifying Innovation, Michael A. Dalton poses several useful 
questions within a technique called Process Mapping. Process Mapping means 
creating a visual representation of the processes and systems within a compa-
ny to identify issues and opportunities. The questions Dalton poses as he maps 
processes are:

• Are you getting too few new ideas from the marketplace?
• Are projects frequently delayed in development?
• Are customers slow to adopt your products?

Questions for team members include:

• Where do the biggest delays occur?
• Where does there always seem to be a backlog of work?
• Where are downstream groups constantly idle and waiting?

You can add the classic Five Whys, an iterative technique used to discover the 
cause-and-effect relationships underlying a particular problem. The fundamen-
tal problem is stated, and the question “Why?” is asked. The same question is 
asked for the answer to this initial question, and the process is repeated a total 
of five times, each time getting closer to the root cause of the problem.

There are no hard-and-fast rules about using this technique. Problems often do 
not have a single root cause, and sometimes it will take several iterations of this 
approach, asking different questions each time, to arrive at the final answer.
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Here is an example of the Five Whys technique applied to a relatively simple 
problem, a car that will not start:

Why? – The battery has no charge. (First why)

Why? – The alternator is not functioning. (Second why)

Why? – The alternator belt has broken. (Third why)

Why? –  The alternator belt was well beyond its useful service life and not 
 replaced. (Fourth why)

Why? –  The vehicle was not maintained according to the recommended ser-
vice schedule. (Fifth why, a root cause).

Using process mapping to create visual representations of workflow and to 
 ensure that you ask the right questions can help understand how a process 
works, how it interacts with other processes, and the root causes of problems. 
It can also be a very valuable tool to help identify constraints within a process. 
But it can also help identify potential repetition, delay, wasted effort, and over-
lap with other processes and systems.

Finding the One Thing: Your Big Business 
Builder.
By identifying the key constraint in your business, you have also identified what 
will deliver maximum benefit if you fix it. In their book, The One Thing, authors 
Gary Keller and Jay Papasan make a case for finding the one thing that is hold-
ing something back. If worked upon, they argue, changing this one thing will 
produce the greatest possible improvement.

Ask yourself; What is the one thing you can do, such that by doing it, everything 
else will be easier or unnecessary? Consider it in this way:

What is the one thing you can do means it has to be something YOU can 
do, and it must be only ONE thing. By doing it means that it needs to be 
small enough that you can DO it reasonably quickly. If it is too big, break 
it down further. Everything else will be easier or unnecessary means that 
after doing this one thing, everything is less troublesome.

Revisit the table you created in the previous section and identify the one thing 
that can be done to address the constraints.

Highest Risk Threat The constraint that will poten-
tially lead to the biggest losses.

The one thing that will address 
the threat.

High Risk Threat The next most glaring concern. The one thing that will address 
the threat.

Medium Risk Threat The next most glaring concern. The one thing that will address 
the threat.

Finding the one thing that can change and improve an organization can deliver 
a Big Business Builder, a change that can improve every part of that business.
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For example, following the economic downturn in 2008, Starbucks went into 
decline. Revenue dropped by 30% over two years, and more than one thou-
sand Starbucks stores were closed. In response, Starbucks launched the My 
Starbucks Idea initiative where customers could make suggestions for improve-
ment. Not only did Starbucks receive more than 90,000 suggestions (some of 
which were adopted), they also changed the public perception of the company 
from being just another corporate retail chain to an engaged community for 
coffee-lovers. From this one idea, Starbucks turned its business around and 
moved into healthy growth.

Avoid Monkey-Brain Innovation.
More than two thousand years ago, Buddha’s teachings described the human 
mind as being filled with thoughts that are like drunken monkeys, all screech-
ing, squabbling, and clamoring for attention. They defined a mental state, Kapi-
citta, in which the mind flits continually from one of these competing thoughts 
to another: “Just as a monkey swinging through the trees grabs one branch and 
lets it go only to seize another, so too, that which is called thought, mind or con-
sciousness arises and disappears continually both day and night.”

This mental state has become known as the “Monkey Mind”, a condition where 
we move from one idea to the next without effectively dealing with any of 
them. Fear is a particularly noisy monkey, grabbing our attention when it might 
be better focused on other things and making us look at the next idea and the 
next in the desperate hope of finding a solution. Trying to innovate when you 
focus on too many things at once leads to “monkey-brain innovation”, flitting 
from thing to thing without ever thoroughly addressing any problem.

If you are going to succeed at innovation, you must avoid the Monkey-Brain 
even during a crisis. To make innovation a reality, you simply cannot focus on 
too many things at once. For example, you want your company to improve 
sales, so you work on the marketing strategy. At the same time, you try to 
improve employee interactions, and you get started on launching a new exper-
imental venture that will make your business unique. Monkey-Brain innovation 
is a flawed strategy and will fail every time.

Difficult though it may be, what you need to do is to learn to identify the things 
that will deliver maximum benefit and focus exclusively on these. A corollary 
to this is identifying things that are less likely to deliver benefit and not waste 
time or resources on those. Killing projects that will not deliver what you need 
is extremely important; an article in the Harvard Business Review noted that 
the top 20% of companies in terms of innovation kill nine times more projects 
before they get to the detailed design stage: “They eliminate the walking dead 
to save the living.”

That is what you need to ensure happens in your organization; identify key 
constraints, and focus on innovation that eases or removes these. If early work 
on a project shows that it will not deliver significant benefit in the required 
timescale, kill it, and re-align resources to focus on other projects with a higher 
chance of delivering success.
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Learn to focus on a few key things instead of trying to cover too many. Trying 
to do too many things can lead to stress levels so overwhelming that they 
undermine your ability to complete any task effectively as well as negatively 
impacting your health. Monkey-Brain innovation is the precise opposite of the 
systematic approach needed to deliver effectively. Stop listening to those mon-
keys and stay focused on what really matters!

Work Sequentially.
The need to focus on a single idea is reinforced by many studies, which have 
shown that working sequentially, on one project at a time, is more effective 
than working on several things simultaneously. It applies particularly to inno-
vation where working in iterative cycles of one task with total focus provides 
consistently better results.

A study examined the longitudinal (conducted over five years) impact of mul-
titasking on the productivity of information workers. It measured productivity 
by the number of projects completed per month and compared the results of 
those who worked in a parallel manner (multitasked) with those who worked 
sequentially (one task at a time).

Source: Dalton, M. A. (2010). Simplifying innovation 

The results were conclusive. Multitasking, taking on five or more projects simul-
taneously, was associated with taking an additional forty-eight days on average 
to complete each project. Over time, this resulted in work output reduced by as 
much as 50%. The study noted that “workers produce more output per unit time 
as they multitask more but are less efficient per task because of switching costs, 
overload, and (mental) congestion”.
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Dalton, M. A. (2010). Simplifying innovation

Working sequentially increases work output by up to 50%, reduces stress from 
lack of overload and mental congestion, and decreases the likelihood of errors. 
Focusing on a few key ideas which will deliver maximum benefit and working on 
these sequentially will produce the maximum benefit in the shortest timescale.

The Scrum Solution.
Scrum is a methodology specifically developed to deliver projects faster. It is part 
of the broader approach of agile project management and was originally intend-
ed for software development though it has found wider utility in project manage-
ment and innovation. It is named after a rugby formation where, to be effective, 
everyone must have an exact position and responsibility within that formation.

Scrum helps to maintain focus and concentration of effort by creating a list – a 
“backlog” – of all the tasks required to get a project to move forward. These 
tasks are rank-ordered by how significant they are to the project’s success. The 
most critical tasks are tackled first (Do Now); other tasks that will follow are also 
highlighted (Do Later). Just as importantly, this creates a “don’t do” list of tasks 
that are not required to deliver the innovation needed.

Scrum is important because it ensures that the most critical task is completed 
before starting the next. Teams work in iterative cycles, “sprints” of a few weeks’ 
duration, to complete one of the listed tasks.
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Try completing the chart below now:

Do Now Do Later Don’t Do

Remember; your Do Now list should be a single item; the Do Later list will have 
a few critical items, and the Don’t Do list will be longest of all.

Using Scrum ensures that project momentum is maintained and that when the 
project ends, the most important steps will have been completed. Having tasks 
ordered by importance also gives the project clarity and ensures that one task 
becomes an employee’s sole focus.

Scrum has shown notable results in successful companies, including Adobe, 
Amazon, and Google. The reason is simple: Scrum helps people focus on doing 
the right things at the right time and continuing until they are finished.

The mindset that Scrum enables, a sequential approach, is more effective than 
a parallel approach. Rule-of-thumb; trying to do too many things at once is bad 
for innovation.

Selling the Idea.
For many organizations, adopting a one-thing-at-a-time approach on a few key 
problems is counterintuitive. How can a prominent and successful business 
operate if all other tasks or projects are ignored except one or two?

Part of the problem is that many people still believe in the traditional approach, 
where multitasking as far as possible produces the most effort. The truth is 
that while multitasking may create busy-looking people, it does not deliver 
maximum benefit. The most consistently successful innovators learn to iden-
tify what is important and focus on it until it is done. Then, they move on to 
the next thing.

That is what you must do. Be focused, find the things holding you back, con-
centrate on the most significant, and work on that until it is resolved. Then, 
move on to the next thing…
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Key Take-Aways

∙ Identify the Key Constraints for your business – find 
the things that are holding your organization back and 
offer the most potential benefit for improvement and fo-
cus your innovation efforts on these.

∙ Monkey-Brain Innovation does not work – flitting from idea to idea 
and project to project and trying to multitask all of them will never be as 
effective as sequentially working on a few key innovation ideas.

∙ Do not wait for a crisis – maintain innovation momentum even when 
things are going well; do not wait until the business is in crisis to start 
thinking about innovation.

∙ Identify the things that really matter – concentrating your resources 
on the one thing (or things) that will deliver the most significant benefit 
quickly is always going to work best; take the time to ensure that you 
correctly identify these things and focus on them.

∙ Do not just spend time on what you can already do well – developing 
effective innovation may require you to step outside your comfort zone 
and your usual perspective and take on new things and new ways of 
thinking. Be ready!

Next Steps: Use the canvas below to identify potential death 
threats and the actions you can take to resolve them. Knowing how 
important it is to focus, can you identify one single thing that would 
have the most impact? If you can identify this “one thing”, you should 
take one other step. What can you stop doing to make more time 
available for the activities likely to deliver the greatest impact?
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How is your system blocking you?Step 1.

Deal with the Death ThreatsStep 3.

Death Threats (Top 2)

Deal with the Death Threats

Convert Problem into Challenges

Step 3.

Step 2.

Change the problem
into challenges.
Think HMW ( How
might we improve or
improve further)

Death Threats (Top 2)

What is your best solution now

HMW...

What is the one single thing that would have the most impact

To Find Time to Focus on These, I Will Stop Working On…

Set up a learning plan

Description

Step 4.

Actions to resolve

Systems Canvas 2: Work on your Innovation System

(Ask: Is there one thing that will Improve Everything?)

Created for:

Systems Canvas 2: Work on your Innovation System

Created by: Date:

DESIGNED BY:  FAST BRIDGE CONSULTING  
www.fast-bridge.com
                     You are free to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format for any purpose, even commercially. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if 

changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. Source: Fast Bridge Consulting www.fast-bridge.com

CYCLES
www.thecyclesbook.com

                     

List your biggest
problems

system

Choose one (the
biggest problem)

Best Solution Now:

What is the one single thing that would have the most impact

To Find Time to Focus on These, I Will Stop Working On…

Description Action

Choose one (the
best challenge to
focus your energies)

How to motivate
changes (Solutions)

HMW... HMW...

HMW... HMW... HMW...

We will... We will... We will...

Choose 1 HMW

1. What do you need to learn

2. Turn  this into a hypothesis/ hunch you can test (We believe that)

Setting up your Tests

3. Bullets' (mini-
tests) possible

4. Measurement
(Metrics)

5. Success is
(criteria)

(Ask: Is there one thing that will Improve Everything?)

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Add text

Systems Canvas 1: Face your Fears First Created for: Created by: Date:

DESIGNED BY:  FAST BRIDGE CONSULTING  
www.fast-bridge.com
                     You are free to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format for any purpose, even commercially. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if 

changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. Source: Fast Bridge Consulting www.fast-bridge.com
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What is the worst that could happen ?1.

Top 2 Fears2. Solutions3. Guranteed result(s) if
solution fails?4. Risks5. Worth it?6. Next steps7.

Name your Fears Analyze your Fears Conquer your Fears (Decide and take action)

[   ] Yes      [   ] No

[   ] Yes      [   ] No

[   ] Yes      [   ] No

[   ] Yes      [   ] No

[   ] Yes      [   ] No

[   ] Yes      [   ] No

Fear 1

Fear 2

"

Chapter 25

that would help remove your
death threats. And equally
important, identify things you
could stop doing.

To turn actively think
about your biggest “death
threats” and identify
solutions.

Objectives Deliverables How to

60
Minutes

The Full Systems Canvas 

Step 1: In a few words, what is your best solution now.
Step 2: What are the death threats that might make this
solution fail.
Step 3: Write some possible solutions and try to identify the
single most important thing that would have the most impact.
Step 4: As you add work, identify work you could remove

One thing at a time: using focus and sequentially
to avoid “monkey brain” innovation

This Chapter

How do you know if you have done this canvas right ? 

CHECK LIST

{

If you can’t easily identify death threats. Imagine failure. Then think of what might
have caused this failure. These are your death threats.
Do not hide from your death threats.
Do not simply add work to do. Removing work / deciding what not to do can be
even more important.

.

tiny.cc/M-systems-template
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Next Up: Knowing where to focus your energies first is impor-
tant. But it is also important to learn to build the best ideas as quickly 
and efficiently as possible. The next chapter explains how to do this 
by shooting bullets first then cannonballs to solve your biggest inno-
vation challenges.
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